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ABSTRACT
The current practice for wind turbine foundations is to use massive cast-in-place concrete spread
footings or complex pile-supported foundations. Wind turbine generator components and the
towers that support them are pre-fabricated and assembled on site, leaving the foundation as the
only component of the wind turbine system requiring major in situ construction. The new
“hexapod” foundation concept is fully pre-fabricated, uses a fraction of the quantity of concrete
used in conventional foundations, and may be dismantled and re-used elsewhere. The wind turbine
tower is attached to a steel or concrete hub which is attached to six radial, precast, post-tensioned
concrete beams. The hub and beams are transported to the site, assembled, and anchored to the
ground using micropiles. The “hexapod” foundation concept was studied in the context of
governing design standards and anticipated structural behavior, and a set of design criteria were
established. A parametric structural study was conducted to determine the “hexapod” foundation
configurations that exhibited the most favorable performance according to the design criteria, and
to observe the sensitivity of the foundation’s performance to changes in design properties. Based
on the parametric study, recommendations for design and for future study were established.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Wind power is one of the fastest-growing energy generation methods in the United States,
representing 41% of power capacity additions in 2015 and with a total power generation equivalent
to the energy consumption of 20 million homes. (American Wind Energy Association, 2016)
While the technology that powers and controls wind turbines has advanced considerably in recent
years, the structures that support wind turbine generators have remained largely the same. Wind
turbine foundations stand out as the component of the wind turbine structure with the most
potential for innovation, particularly for large, land-based wind farms. Wind turbine generators are
manufactured, and the tower is prefabricated, leaving the foundation as the only component of a
wind turbine project that requires intense in situ construction. Conventional footing options require
either wide excavation or deep pile drilling, and consume vast quantities of concrete. Compared
to the manufactured and prefabricated components erected above ground, wind turbine
foundations are subject to greater variability in cost, schedule, and risk. Particularly for large wind
farm projects, schedule delays due to unforeseen problems in footing construction can severely
impact the timeline of the project. From an environmental perspective, despite wind turbines
having an operation lifespan of 20 to 30 years, even after decommissioning the wind turbine
foundations remain in place, serving as a permanent mark on the land that cannot be removed or
reused.
Industry partners in Portland, OR, along with Oregon BEST and Portland State University, have
developed a concept for a new type of wind turbine foundation featuring a small hub and six radial
beams. Consequently, the foundation is referred to herein as the “hexapod” foundation system.
This new foundation system would be built entirely of prefabricated components, ensuring quality
control and speed of erection. It would consume approximately 75% less concrete than a
conventional wind turbine footing and cost less to manufacture and install. Construction of the
foundation would take a fraction of the time compared to conventional footings, reducing the
overall cost and risk of a wind power project. Finally, the modular and relatively lightweight nature
of the foundation system would lend it to removal at the end of life of a wind power project, and
perhaps even re-use.
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The purpose of this project is to study the proposed “hexapod” foundation system concept by
considering the following items:


Examing the governing structural design codes and guidelines to understand the structural
demand on the foundation system.



Understanding the qualitative behavior of the foundation system and determine what
factors constitute good performance.



Based on a preliminary design concept, conducting a parametric structural study that varies
certain critical parameters of the foundation structure in order to determine which factors
lead to better system performance, and to understand the sensitivity of the foundation
structure to changes in those parameters.



Making high-level recommendations on what design configurations exhibit the best
performance and merit further study.

2

2.0

REVIEW OF WIND TURBINE FOUNDATION TYPES

2.1

Conventional Wind Turbine Foundations

Conventional foundations for land-based wind turbines are divided into two general categories,
“gravity-based foundations” and “pile-supported foundations”. “Gravity-based foundations” are
typically shallow spread footings that are proportioned to avoid sliding and overturning through
the weight of the footing and the friction mobilized between the bottom of the footing and the soil,
and to ensure that the soil bearing capacity is not exceeded. The reinforced concrete spread footing
is designed to resist shear force and bending moment, but is otherwise considered a rigid body.

Figure 1: Example of conventional gravity-based spread footing for wind turbine (United
States Bureau of Land Management, 2015)
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“Pile-supported foundations” utilize one or more piles to transfer tower loads to the underlying
soil. The piles are designed for a combination of axial and lateral loads via a complex interaction
between the soil and the piles along the length of the piles.

Figure 2: Computer model of a conventional pile-supported foundation for a wind turbine
(Nishkian Menninger Dean Monks Chamberlain, 2014)

Conventional wind turbine footings consume large quantities of concrete, and the concrete footing
is left in place even after the turbine and tower are decommissioned and removed. Additionally,
since the wind turbine generator components and the tower are pre-fabricated and assembled on
site, the foundation is typically the only part of the project that involves intense in situ construction.
As a result, construction delays and cost underestimates during wind turbine foundation
construction can cause cascading effects on the schedule and budget of a wind turbine farm project.
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2.2

Contemporary Developments in Wind Turbine Foundations

In the mid-1990s, Patrick & Henderson, Inc., patented a “tensionless pier foundation” featuring
two corrugated metal cylinders with a layer of post-tensioned concrete in between. Wind turbine
tower loads are transferred to the soil via friction between the outer corrugated wall and the
surrounding soil. Post-tensioning ensures that the entire foundation system remains in compression
under the wind turbine structure’s cyclic loads, hence “tensionless”. This modern wind turbine
foundation design has been the most successful alternative to conventional designs on the market
to date.

Figure 3: Patrick & Henderson "tensionless pier foundation" (Contech Engineered
Solutions, 2016)
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3.0

REVIEW OF WIND TURBINE STRUCTURAL DESIGN

3.1

Applicable Design Standards

Unlike buildings, the design and construction of which are governed by consensus-based building
codes enforced by municipal authorities, regulations governing the design of wind turbines and
their supporting structures are written primarily by the wind turbine manufacturing industry. Wind
turbine generator design is governed by a standard developed by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) called IEC 61400, a standard composed of 27 parts. The primary structural
design requirements, including wind modeling, are contained in IEC 61400-1, last revised in 2005.
Aside from the IEC standards, wind turbine manufacturers produce their own guidelines on design
and implementation that often act as de facto industry standards. Det Norske Veritas and Risø
National Laboratory (DNV/Risø), based in Denmark, produce a widely-referenced Guidelines for
Design of Wind Turbines that describes in depth the theoretical background and practical
application of the IEC requirements. The Germanischer Lloyd (GL) Guideline for the Certification
of Wind Turbines provides insurance certification requirements for wind turbines that are in some
cases above and beyond what is required by IEC 61400.
The U.S. does not have its own design standard for wind turbines, and the existing building codes
are often a poor match for the unique design consideration of wind turbine structures. Since the
majority of wind turbines are manufactured in Europe, by default they are designed to IEC and
other European standards (structural design is often done per Eurocode standards), with additional
justification to show that the design meets U.S. building code requirements in jurisdictions that
require it. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and the American Wind Energy
Association (AWEA) produced a Recommended Practice for Compliance of Large Land-Based
Wind Turbine Structures that provides guidance for adapting European-design wind turbines to
U.S. codes and requirements. This study compares wind load modeling standards in IEC 61400 to
those most commonly used in U.S. building design practice, which are defined in the International
Building Code (IBC), which references ASCE’s standard ASCE 7-10.
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3.2

Wind Load Cases and Load Generation

IEC 61400-1 defines the standard procedures for wind load generation on wind turbine structures.
Wind turbines are divided into three classes based on the reference wind speed they are designed
for (classes I, II, and III) and three more classes based on the expected turbulence intensity at a
wind speed of 15 m/s (classes A, B, and C), for a total of nine standard wind turbine classes
composed of a combination of the wind speed class and intensity class (e.g., IIA, IIIC, etc.). In
addition, a separate Class S is reserved for manufacturer-specified wind conditions that do not
meet any of the standard classes. IEC 61400-1 defines the reference wind speed as the wind speed
average over a 10 min time period (in contrast to the 3-second gust in IBC/ASCE 7).
Table 1: IEC basic parameters for wind turbine classes (International Electrotechnical
Commission, 2005)
Wind
Turbine
Class

I

II

III

A

Vref = 50.0 m/s
(111.8 mph)
Iref = 0.16

Vref = 42.5 m/s
(95.1 mph)
Iref = 0.16

Vref = 37.5 m/s
(83.9 mph)
Iref = 0.16

B

Vref = 50.0 m/s
(111.8 mph)
Iref = 0.14

Vref = 42.5 m/s
(95.1 mph)
Iref = 0.14

Vref = 37.5 m/s
(83.9 mph)
Iref = 0.14

C

Vref = 50.0 m/s
(111.8 mph)
Iref = 0.12

Vref = 42.5 m/s
(95.1 mph)
Iref = 0.12

Vref = 37.5 m/s
(83.9 mph)
Iref = 0.12

S

Values
specified by
designer

A series of distinct wind models are mathematically defined by IEC 61400-1. The normal wind
profile model (NWP) and extreme wind speed model (EWM) are philosophically similar to the
power law boundary layer wind model used in ASCE 7-10’s “directional procedure”. The IEC
extreme wind speed model is based on a 3-second gust with a 50-year return period, fundamentally
similar to the service-level wind load in editions of ASCE 7 prior to 2010 (or the 2010 wind load
under service-level load combinations). The IEC normal wind profile model is based on a fraction
of the reference wind speed, which in turn depends on the the wind turbine’s class. The IEC
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reference wind speed is based on a 10-minute average, similar to the wind speeds used in editions
of ASCE 7 prior to 1995.
IEC 61400 defines six additional wind models that are not explicitly addressed by building codes.
These models simulate the effects of wind turbulence, extreme gusts, sudden changes in wind
direction, and severe differences in wind speed along the length of the tower. Of these effects, only
gusts are accounted for in ASCE 7-10 in the form of a gust factor, which increases static wind
loads for “flexible” structures (those having a fundamental frequency greater than 1 Hz) to attempt
to account for the possibility of vibratory excitation by wind gusts. The IEC extreme operating
gust model (EOG) and the extreme coherent gust with direction change (EDC) explicitly apply
dynamic gust loads on the wind turbine structure. Since all wind turbine structures are “flexible”
structures (being essentially slender, cantilevered beams), gust effects as well as the other effects
mentioned above that are not relevant to “rigid” buildings may cause critical loads in portions of
the wind turbine structure.
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Table 2: IEC wind models (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2005)
Wind Model

Description

Normal wind profile (NWP)

Average wind speed as a function of height using the
power law

Normal turbulence (NTM)

Reference turbulence

Extreme wind speed model
(EWM)

50-year return period and 1-year return period wind speeds
as a function of height using the power law

Extreme operating gust (EOG)

High magnitude gust applied at hub height

Extreme turbulence (ETM)

50-year return period and 1-year return period turbulence
values

Extreme direction change (EDC)

Maximum expected wind direction change over a period of
6 s, defined by rotor diameter

Extreme coherent gust with
direction change (ECD)

Normal wind profile with a 15 m/s gust with a direction
change similar to the extreme direction change, over a
period of 10 s

Extreme wind shear (EWS)

Maximum vertical (positive and negative) and horizontal
transient shears

Other environmental conditions

Temperature, humidity, air density, solar radiation,
rain/hail/snow, ice, etc.

The wind models defined above are used in IEC-defined load cases that consider the probability
of occurrence of wind and environmental effects along with the behavior of the wind turbine
system under various operating conditions (as an example, a mechanical fault with the wind turbine
that causes it to halt under an extreme wind event would impart an additional dynamic load on the
tower). Design load cases are subdivided into design situations that represent each wind turbine
operating condition. For each design situation, a number of uniquely-numbered design load cases
are specified, each of which requires analysis using a particular critical wind model (to elaborate
on the previous example, design load case 7.1 represents a condition where the turbine is parked
or not functioning properly and must be analyzed under the extreme wind speed model). Each
design load case is assigned an analysis type, which is either strength (indicated by “U” in the table
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below) or fatigue (indicated by “F” in the table below). Partial safety factors are also specified for
each design load case, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Table 3: IEC design load cases (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2005)
Design Situation

1. Power production

2. Power production plus occurrence of fault

3. Start up
4. Normal shut down
5. Emergency shut down
6. Parked (standing still or idling)
7. Parked and fault conditions
8. Transport, assembly, maintenance, and repair

Design
Load
Case
(DLC)
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
5.1
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
7.1
8.1
8.2

Wind
Condition

Type of
Analysis

Partial
Safety
Factors

NTM
NTM
ETM
ECD
EWS
NTM
NTM
EOG
NTM
NWP
EOG
EDC
NWP
EOG
NTM
EWM
EWM
EWM
NTM
EWM
NTM
EWM

U
F
U
U
U
U
U
U
F
F
U
U
F
U
U
U
U
U
F
U
U
U

N
*
N
N
N
N
A
A
*
*
N
N
*
N
N
N
A
N
*
A
T
A

IEC 61400-1 requires dynamic structural simulations based on each design load case. Typically, a
3D structural model is subjected to six to twelve stochastic time-history analyses for each load
case, with a total analysis period long enough to ensure statistical reliability of the results. For
structural design of the tower mast and foundation, critical internal loads resulting from the design
load cases include the vertical load, lateral load perpendicular to the rotor, lateral load parallel to
the rotor, twisting moment about the tower mast axis, and bending moments on axes parallel and
perpendicular to the rotor axis. For each of the 22 IEC load cases, there will be a set of internal
loads associated with the maximum load for each of those six internal load types, leading to a total
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of 132 sets of critical loads. These loads sets can then be pared down further into sets of critical
extreme, operational, or transport loads for particular components of the wind turbine structure.

Figure 4: Representative example of a 3D structural model of a wind turbine structure
(DNV/Risø, 2002)

Figure 5: Summary of forces from wind turbine tower transferred to foundation (source
unknown)
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The IEC standard defines three types of safety factors: a component consequence factor, a material
safety factor, and a loading safety factor. In structural design per IEC 61400-1, component
consequence factors and material safety factors are combined to form a capacity reduction factor
analogous to (but not identical to) those in U.S. structural design standards. The loading safety
factor (also called a partial load factor) is a load factor that depends on the nature of the load case.
The loading safety factors are reproduced below from IEC 61400-1, and can be cross-referenced
to the design load case table to determine which load factor applies to a particular load case.
Table 4: IEC partial load factors (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2005)
Unfavorable Loads

Favorable Loads

Type of Design Situation
Normal (N)

Abnormal (A)

Transport and
Erection (T)

1.35

1.1

1.5

All Design Situations

0.9

In general, the responsibility of performing the IEC 64100-1 wind load generation belongs to the
wind turbine manufacturer, and the governing loads and load cases based on their analysis are
provided in tabular form in a “foundation loads document”. The loads provided in the document
are often pared down to just the critical load sets required for foundation design (critical extreme
loads and critical operational loads for each internal load type).
3.3

Applicability of IBC Load Cases

Neither the IBC nor ASCE 7 specifically address wind turbine structures. Wind turbine structures
are subject to wind loads, dynamic loads from the wind turbine machinery, and the dynamic
interaction of those loads. The latter two load effects are not considered in IBC/ASCE 7 analysis.
There are several other notable differences in the wind load procedures used by IEC and
IBC/ASCE 7 that make it challenging to establish a clear equivalency between the two methods,
but in general, the IBC wind load procedure tends to generate loads similar to those of the IEC
extreme wind speed model.
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Governing authorities in the U.S. often require that wind turbine structures comply with the local
building code, which is usually based on IBC. As a result, the most expedient solution for U.S.based wind turbine projects is to comply with both IEC wind loads and IBC/ASCE 7 wind loads.
Turbine manufacturers operating in the U.S. may provide a load envelope that includes IEC wind
models, IBC wind loads, and IBC seismic loads.
IEC wind loads are generated at the “service” level, similar to the wind loads in editions of ASCE
7 prior to the 2010 edition, which are assigned a load factor of 1.6 by ASCE, compared to the
partial load factors of 1.35 for IEC normal load cases and 1.1 for IEC abnormal load cases. ASCE
recommends the use of a wind directionality factor of 0.95 on wind turbine structures (compared
to 0.85 for most buildings), reducing the equivalent ASCE 7 load factor to approximately 1.5. The
lower load factors on the IEC wind load cases can be attributed to the more sophisticated stochastic
time-history wind load analysis that IEC requires to be conducted on the specific structure for
which the loads are generated, which leads to a lesser degree of uncertainty of the load compared
to the simplified IBC/ASCE 7 procedures. It its Recommended Practice for Compliance of Large
Land-Based Wind Turbine Support Structures, ASCE recommends the use of IEC load factors
with IEC wind load cases, and IBC/ASCE 7 load factors on IBC/ASCE 7 wind load cases.
3.4

Impact of Lateral and Rotational Stiffness

The internal loads generated in the wind turbine structure by the IEC wind models are in part
determined by the fundamental frequency of the combined tower structure and foundation
assembly. Commonly, the tower is modeled as a 1D beam-column element that cantilevers off of
a support defined by lateral linear springs and a rotational spring, as illustrated in Figure 6. In
general, more flexible structures are subject to larger internal loads due to the possibility of
resonant response to dynamic wind in the tower and foundation assembly, particular in wind
models that include gust effects or turbulence.
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Figure 6: Idealized spring supports at wind turbine foundation (vertical and twisting springs
not shown) (American Society of Civil Engineers & American Wind Energy Association,
2011), modified by author

The fundamental frequency of the tower and foundation is determined by the height and section
properties of the tower mast and the foundation spring values. The design properties of the tower
mast are usually fixed by strength design requirements and economy, leaving the foundation spring
values as critical to the overall frequency of the system. In addition, since the foundation is the
sole support for the tower mast, the fundamental frequency of the system is very sensitive to
changes in the spring values of the foundation.
Conventionally, the wind turbine vendor specifies the wind turbine generator and tower mast, and
the foundation is designed and built by a third party according to the particular geotechnical
requirements of the site. The wind turbine vendor generates IEC wind loads based on a structural
model including the tower and foundation springs, but without any fore-knowledge of the variety
of foundation types or soil conditions that the generator and turbine will be used in. As a result,
the vendor has to assume certain stiffness values for the various foundation springs and stipulate
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that the loads in the foundation loads document are only valid within a certain allowable range of
stiffness values. Consequently, achieving a foundation stiffness within the manufacturer’s
allowable range is critical to ensuring that the structural design of the entire wind turbine tower is
valid.
Estimating lateral and rotational stiffness for conventional spread footings is relatively easily done
with a closed form equation utilizing the soil’s shear modulus and the foundation’s geometry (the
foundation is assumed to act as a rigid body). If the foundation stiffness is found to be outside the
allowable range, the footing can be re-proportioned or soil remediation measures can be used to
increase the soil’s shear modulus. Pile-supported foundations are more likely to be designed using
advanced computer models incorporating some degree of soil-structure interaction, permitting
direct estimation of foundation stiffness.
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4.0

HEXAPOD FOUNDATION SYSTEM

4.1

Hexapod Foundation System Concept

The subject of this study is a proposed novel wind turbine foundation system comprising a tubular
steel collar approximately the same diameter as the lowest portion of the wind turbine tower, six
radial pre-stressed concrete beams framed rigidly into the collar, which are in turn supported by a
variety of soil-structure interfaces (e.g., micropiles, soil bearing, tension anchors, etc.) depending
on the loads and geotechnical conditions. Throughout the rest of this study, this foundation concept
will be referred to as a “hexapod foundation”.

Figure 7: 3D render of hexapod foundation concept

The hexapod foundation concept, if feasible, could lead to several valuable improvements over
conventional wind turbine foundation systems.


Pre-fabricating the steel components and pre-casting the concrete components could
increase strength and quality while minimizing costly on-site construction work.
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Mass

production

could

significantly

reduce

the

wind

turbine

foundation

construction/erection time.


The hexapod foundation would consume approximately 75% less concrete than a
conventional spread foundation, reducing cost and environmental impact.



While conventional wind turbine foundations are left in place when a wind farm is
decommissioned, it may be feasible to remove a hexapod foundation and end-of-life or
even re-use components of the foundation at new sites, further reducing environmental
impact.

Conventional wind turbine spread foundations are proportioned to ensure that the entire
foundation-soil interface is under compression under operational and extreme loads, relying on the
large surface area of the footing to keep soil bearing loads within the allowable soil bearing
capacity. Bending in the footing is resisted by using a large footing thickness and mild steel
reinforcement. This leads to a foundation design that is relatively simple to proportion and design,
but that relies on a very large quantity of concrete to work.
The hexapod foundation would transfer all loads to the six radial beams, carrying loads into the
soil through the use of engineered foundation elements that are capable of resisting large
compression or tension loads, meaning that the hexapod would not need to be designed such that
all foundation elements are in compression under extreme loads. Bending in the hexapod would
be resisted by high-strength pre-stressed concrete beams.
Consequently, while a conventional spread footing needs to be checked for the limit states of soil
bearing capacity, sliding, overturning, and concrete bending, designing a hexapod foundation
involves the structural and geotechnical design of the beams and the foundation elements for
combinations of each of the principal loads transferred from the tower (vertical, lateral, twisting
moment, and bending moment).
While the structural elements of the hexapod foundation can be designed to consistently match a
particular set of turbine manufacturer foundation loads, geotechnical conditions vary widely from
site to site, so the design of the soil-structure load transfer elements do not lend themselves to a
turn-key pre-engineered solution. The hexapod preliminary design concept calls for micropile
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supports at the extreme beam ends to transfer a force couple generated by the tower bending
moment to the underlying soil, and micropiles around the collar perimeter to transfer tower vertical
loads.

Figure 8: Tower vertical load and bending moment supported by micropiles
Likewise, the same foundation elements would transfer lateral and twisting moment loads into the
underlying soil.

Figure 9: Tower lateral load and twisting moment supported by micropiles
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A micropile is a lightly reinforced, concrete grouted small-diameter pile with steel casing, as
shown in Figure 10. Individual micropiles can transfer large, concentrated loads into soil, and
when used in closely spaced groups can reinforce the underlying soil mass. Micropiles are also
capable of resisting uplift. The design of micropiles is usually governed by stiffness by way of an
allowable axial deformation; the load in the micropile at its allowable deformation defines the
maximum design load of the micropile. The stiffness of the micropile or micropile group (defined
in this study as the maximum allowable micropile load divided by the maximum allowable
deformation of the micropile) is a major component of the rotational stiffness of the system.

Figure 10: Micropile construction sequence (Federal Highway Administration, 2005)

Where underlying soil is particularly strong and stiff (e.g., bedrock), it may be feasible to bear the
concrete beams directly on the soil, transferring load continuously along the interface between the
bottom of the beam and the top of the bearing soil surface. Relying on soil bearing assumes that
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the stress imparted on the soil does not exceed the soil bearing capacity. Because soil bearing can
only resist compressive loads, uplift loads (occurring on the side of the hexapod foundation
opposite the compressive loads) need to be resisted by another type of foundation element, either
micropiles or soil tension anchors, as shown in Figure 11. Soil tension anchors are usually
composed of a steel shaft with welded helical bearing plates that are embedded in the soil to resist
uplift loads. The stiffness of the soil support under the beam depends on the soil’s bulk modulus
value, and soil tension anchors will also have an anchor stiffness associated with them. Both of
these values contribute to the rotational stiffness of the foundation system.

Figure 11: Tower vertical load and bending moment supported by direct bearing of the
beams on soil along with tension anchors

Two different support conditions are considered under the hexapod collar. The default option, from
the preliminary design concept, is to locate micropiles along the perimeter of the collar, which
would support the collar and resist the majority of the vertical load from the wind turbine tower.
The challenge with this approach is to ensure that these micropiles have enough strength and
stiffness to resist the vertical loads while still being relatively flexible compared to the supports on
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the beam to ensure that bending moment is resisted on the beam supports rather than on the collar
supports (the bending moment force couple resisted at the extreme beam ends would be
significantly smaller and easier to manage than that under the collar). An alternative theoretical
approach to ensure that vertical load is resisted at the collar but bending load is only resisted at the
beams is to provide a roller support under the collar and allow it to rotate under load, as shown in
Figure 12. A practical method of achieving that kind of support condition is not addressed in this
study, but the concept was modeled and the results are reported below.

Figure 12: Tower vertical load and bending moment supported an ideal roller support and
micropiles

4.2

Structural Behavior and Performance Criteria

The hexapod foundation design is structurally distinct from conventional wind turbine foundation
systems like spread footings and pile-supported foundation, as well as from proprietary foundation
systems including the tensionless pier system from Patrick & Henderson. In a broad sense, each
of the tower loads are resolved in the hexapod foundation in the following ways:
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Vertical Load: Supported directly under the collar by micropiles, direct soil bearing, or an
ideal roller support.



Bending Moment: Resolved into force couples at foundation elements on the beam.



Lateral Load: Supported directly at micropiles.



Twisting Moment: Resolved into a series of tangential lateral loads at each micropile.

Conventional spread footings are fundamentally non-linear contact problems due to the possibility
of rocking and uplift at the foundation support, making the use of superposition impossible unless
one can be assured that no uplift occurs. In contrast, the hexapod foundation is continuously
supported for both compression and tension loads, allowing the use of conventional linear elastic
analysis procedures with superposition (with the exception of configurations using compressiononly soil bearing supports or tension-only uplift anchors, which require non-linear analysis to
analyze completely). Likewise, pile-supported foundations usually require advanced soil-structure
interaction modeling to analyze, but the hexapod foundation’s shallow supporting elements make
it relatively simple to separate the structural design from the geotechnical design.
The overall behavior of the hexapod foundation system is driven by an interaction between the
stiffness of the beams and the stiffness of the foundation elements (referred to hereafter as
micropiles, though soil bearing support and tension anchors serve a similar role). The system acts
on a two-dimensional continuum of indeterminate behavior, where the beam acts somewhere
between ideally rigid and ideally flexible, and the micropiles act somewhere between ideally rigid
and ideally flexible.
Assuming micropiles of some finite stiffness with beams of infinite stiffness (i.e., rigid bodies),
distribution of tower bending load to the micropiles will be based solely on the distance of the
micropiles from the centroid of the tower, with the micropiles furthest away resisting the most
load. This is favorable behavior, but constructing beams that are stiff enough to act essentially as
rigid bodies is unlikely to be feasible. In contrast, substituting the beam of infinite stiffness with a
beam of zero stiffness (i.e., totally flexible) will force tower loads to be resolved at micropiles
directly under the collar, since regardless of how stiff the extreme-beam-end micropiles are, the
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load must first travel through the flexible beam, which it will not do when a much stiffer support
is present under the beam. As a result, it is clear that increased beam stiffness should lead to better
distribution of tower bending moment out to the extreme-beam-end micropiles, while reduced
beam stiffness should concentrate more load on the micropiles beneath the collar.
The frame-like nature of the hexapod foundation system suggests that it will be much more flexible
than conventional wind turbine foundations, particularly in resisting tower rotation. Both beam
bending and micropile axial deformation contribute to the overall rotation of the foundation under
tower bending load. Beam bending is expected to play the biggest role in foundation rotational
stiffness, but it is also a factor that is in the designer’s hands. The stiffness of the micropiles is
likely to play a smaller role, but is also a factor that is highly variable and unpredictable, depending
on site conditions.
The key to optimizing the hexapod foundation and to taking advantage of its unique geometry is
to increase the span of the beams as much as possible to reduce the reaction force couple from the
tower bending moment, while ensuring that the beams are strong enough to resist the resulting
bending moment and that the rotational stiffness of the entire foundation system is within
allowable limits. At the same time, the stiffness of the micropiles or alternative foundation
elements has to be tailored to resolve bending moment forces at foundation elements at the extreme
ends of the beam, where the force couple will be minimized, rather than at elements near to the
collar, where the force couple will be much larger.
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5.0

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF PROPOSED HEXAPOD FOUNDATION

5.1

Parametric Study Overview and Design Criteria

The parametric study was designed to achieve the following goals:


Based on the preliminary design concept, optimize the design of the hexapod foundation
system by varying beam and support properties, in order to determine what combination of
properties leads to a design that most closely matches the design criteria.



Observe the sensitivity of the hexapod foundation system to changes in beam and support
properties in order to understand which properties have the most significant impact to the
performance of the system.

A corollary to the second goal is that geotechnical conditions will vary significantly depending on
where the hexapod foundation is used, and understanding the sensitivity of the system to changes
in soil support conditions helps determine for what conditions the hexapod system is suitable.
A successful structural design must meet strength, serviceability, safety, and economy
requirements. This study is focused primarily on examining the hexapod foundation concept in
terms of strength and serviceability, overall system performance, as well as a stiffness requirement
that is unique to wind turbine foundations.
System Criteria
The performance of the hexapod foundation system as a whole depends on its ability to transfer
loads from the wind turbine tower to the discrete foundation elements in a way that maximizes the
utility of the hexapod’s geometry. Resolving vertical, lateral, and twisting moment loads into the
supports is relatively trivial, but it is crucial to design the system such that the tower bending
moment loads are distributed to support elements as far out to the extreme ends of the beams as
possible, in order to maximize the force couple moment arm, minimizing the axial reaction in the
foundation elements. At the same time, the vertical load must be transferred to foundation elements
as close to the collar as possible to avoid transferring high shear loads through the beams.
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Strength Criteria
One purpose of this study is to determine the range of design loads that the pre-stressed beams and
the foundation elements are expected to experience under the extreme load case. In general, it is
desirable to keep the design loads in the beams and foundation elements as low as possible. This
is important because it may not be technically or economically feasible to design these elements
to resist extremely high loads, particularly in the geometric constraints of the preliminary design
concept. While detailed design of structural and foundation elements is not addressed in this study,
the relative difference in calculated design loads between different model variations allows a
comparison between design configurations.
Serviceability Criteria
A wind turbine structure is subject to tens of thousands of cycles of cyclic load reversal over the
course of its service life, meaning that design for fatigue under operational loads is a necessity.
Critical areas subject to the degradation due to fatigue include the pre-stressed beams, the
beam/collar joint, and soil fatigue (stiffness reduction under dynamic loading). Dynamic soilstructure interaction and fatigue design in concrete are complex subjects that are not within the
scope of this preliminary study. However, the effect of fatigue is included by proxy in the following
ways:


Where possible, estimated soil support stiffness values are chosen assuming that some
degree of dynamic stiffness reduction has already occurred. Since this is not a site-specific
study, and since the purpose of this study is partly to determine the sensitivity of the
hexapod design to changes in soil support stiffness, explicit consideration of the changing
properties of underlying soil over the service life of the wind turbine structure are not
needed at this stage.



Fatigue in concrete is avoided altogether by stipulating that an acceptable hexapod
foundation design would keep the pre-stressed beam stresses in compression under all
operational loads. A final engineering design for the hexapod foundation system would
require explicit fatigue analysis of the concrete and steel elements, but keeping the stress
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in the compressive range under operational loads is likely to lead to a design that does not
have fatigue problems.
In addition to fatigue, it is desirable from a structural resilience perspective that foundation
elements designed to resist uplift do not experience tensile force under operational loads, instead
reserving their uplift capacity only for the extreme load case.
Stiffness Criteria
Wind turbine manufacturer foundation loads are generated according to the IEC 61400-1 standard
assuming a certain lateral and rotational stiffness value at the foundation, and the foundation loads
documents stipulate minimum and maximum stiffness values that the foundation must have in
order for the provided loads to be valid. Wind turbine structures are very flexible and the wind
load cases considered are very dynamic, which means that the structural loads a wind turbine
structure experiences are very sensitively related to the lateral and rotational stiffness of the
foundation.
Manufacturer foundation load documents are usually generated assuming the use of a conventional
spread footing, which is relatively very stiff compared to the hexapod foundation. If a hexapod
foundation is significantly less stiff that what was assumed in the foundation loads document, there
is a risk that the assumed applied loads may not be valid. This may be caused by the dynamic
behavior of the tower/foundation system as well as the lateral displacement of the tower, which
generates secondary moments. It is desirable to achieve lateral and rotational stiffness values that
are within the limits of the turbine manufacturer’s foundation loads document or as close as
possible to those limits.
Summary
In summary, an ideal hexapod foundation configuration would distribute the majority of the
bending moment load to the supports on the beams, have beam and foundation element design
values that are achievable within the geometric and economic requirements of the system, maintain
no tension in the pre-stressed beam sections and no tension in the foundation elements under
operational loads, and have rotational and lateral stiffness values within the allowable range
provided by the wind turbine manufacturer.
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5.2

Preliminary Design Concept

The preliminary design concept serves as the default starting point for the parametric study, and
various aspects of the design concept are modified as described below. The geometry of the
preliminary design concept is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Preliminary design concept geometry
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The default support conditions are a group of three micropiles at each extreme beam end and one
micropile under each beam/collar joint. The default beam properties are shown below.

Figure 14: Preliminary design concept beam geometry

This study was conducted assuming that the hexapod foundation would be used with a General
Electric 2.3-107 60Hz 79.9m GE52.2 IEC Class S wind turbine generator, so the applied loads and
stiffness criteria are those from the corresponding foundation loads document. The critical
modeled loads are the vertical load (Fx), the twisting moment (Mx), and a critical bending moment
in any direction (Mr), which is defined as the resultant (square root of the sum of the squares) of
the critical bending moments in the two principal horizontal directions (My and Mz). Note that the
nomenclature for the coordinate system used in the turbine manufacturer’s foundation loads
document differs from that used in the structural model for this study, described below. For the
purposes of this study, only unfactored loads were used. Critical loads were defined for both the
extreme load case and the operational load case. The use of the results of each of these loads cases
is described in detail in the results section.
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Table 5: Extreme unfactored loads on foundation for parametric study

Table 6: Operational unfactored loads on foundation for parametric study

For the loads listed above to be valid, the foundation loads document requires a minimum
foundation rotational stiffness of 50 GNm/rad (1 Nm = 0.73756 lbf-ft).
In a complete engineering design, it would be necessary to analyze the wind turbine foundation
structure under seismic loads in addition to the wind loads. However, due to the low mass of the
wind turbine structure, it can be quickly shown that even in areas of moderately high seismicity,
the IEC wind loads exceed the IBC/ASCE 7 seismic loads by a significant margin. As a result,
seismic loads are not considered in this study. However, combinations of seismic load and
operational wind loads can occasionally exceed the extreme wind load case in areas of intense
seismic accelerations.
5.3

Structural Modeling Approach

The hexapod foundation system was modeled as a 3D structure in SAP2000 version 17.3.0 from
Computers and Structures, Inc., using the advanced multi-threaded solver. Although the structural
model was defined entirely within the horizontal plane, the model was subjected to loading in three
directions, necessitating a 3D model to fully capture the behavior of the structural elements.
The collar was first modeled as a 1D curved element, then that element was subdivided into 40
straight-line elements approximating the shape of a circle. This subdivision was done to facilitate
defining continuously-variable loads on top of the collar. The collar was assigned the properties
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of 50 ksi steel, its section was defined to correspond to the depth of the concrete beams, and it was
assigned a thickness of 12 inches to approximate the anticipated stiffness of the collar.
The beams were modeled as 1D elements with properties corresponding to the beam’s preliminary
design section and an assumed 28-day concrete strength of 10,000 psi. All six beams were both
connected to the collar and joined in the center by rigid connections, simulating the proposed fixedmoment connections at those joints.
The model coordinates were oriented such that the X and Y axes corresponded to the two
orthogonal lateral directions and the Z axis corresponded to the vertical direction. In this
parametric study, vertical restraints were modified across model variants as one of the variables
under investigation, but lateral restraints remained constant as pins restraining translation in the X
and Y directions at the extreme end of each beam.
The geometry of the system was held constant in all model variations and is based on the
preliminary design described above. The collar diameter was defined as 16 ft (4.88 m). The
distance between the collar and the extreme beam ends was defined as 23.5 ft (7.18 m).
Neither geometric nor material non-linearity is explicitly considered in this model. For most
support conditions, the model is geometrically linear, with the exception of the model variations
relying on compression-only soil bearing supports or tension-only soil anchors, where non-linear
analysis cases are required to model compression-only reactions. Future work incorporating more
precise definition of non-linear support conditions (e.g., soil bearing, soil anchors, soil pounding
and fatigue, etc.) and non-linear material behavior (e.g., fatigue in structural members) would
necessitate more advanced non-linear analysis. Since the purpose of this study is to determine
preliminary design feasibility for the hexapod structure and to examine the sensitivity of the overall
structure to variations in structural properties and support conditions, linear analysis was deemed
appropriate.
The foundation loads provided by the turbine manufacturer are presented as point loads at a certain
elevation above ground level. True load transfer between the turbine tower and the foundation
occurs via a continuously-bolted flange plate along the circumference collar. So the foundation
point loads were converted into distributed collar loads in a manner consistent with the nature of
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the load considering the foundation as a free-body element with a cut through the flange plate
connecting the tower to the foundation.


Vertical Load: Applied in -Z direction uniformly along collar circumference.

Figure 15: Distribution of tower vertical load to hexapod foundation



Lateral Load: Applied in +/- X/Y direction uniformly along collar circumference.

Figure 16: Distribution of tower lateral load to hexapod foundation
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Twisting Moment: Applied in each collar segment member’s local longitudinal direction
along collar circumference.

Figure 17: Distribution of tower twisting moment to hexapod foundation



Bending Moment: Applied in +/- Z direction along collar circumference in a load
distribution that varies sinusoidally.

Figure 18: Distribution of tower bending moment to hexapod foundation
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Because the provided foundation loads are defined at a certain point above ground level, the
applied bending moment was increased by a quantity equal to the lateral load times the distance
between the point of load application and the centroid of the foundation. The complete tabulation
of loads applied to the model can be found in Appendix A.
Each of these loads was defined in a non-linear load case in order to facilitate the use of tensiononly and compression-only spring supports in certain model variants. Other than that, all loading
was single-stage linear-elastic. Load combinations were used to account for all combinations of
simultaneous vertical, lateral, twisting, and bending loads. These load combinations were then
combined into a load envelope to determine the extreme reactions and beam design parameters.
Separate critical load envelopes were created for extreme loads and for operational loads. A final
distinct load case was created to measure the foundation’s rotational stiffness, as described in more
detail in the following section.
The equivalent spring stiffness for micropile supports is based on a site-specific preliminary
micropile design report. Based on a loading of 165 kips per pile leading to a deflection of 0.15 in,
the equivalent spring stiffness used was 1100 kips/in. For tension anchors, the modeled stiffness
was based on the axial stiffness of a #9 ASTM A615 steel bar.
For soil bearing, an arbitrarily-chosen value of 200 kips/ft3 was used. In order to convert this into
a compression-only line spring value, this was multiplied by the breadth of the beam flange, which
is the element that would bear on the soil. Changes in the section dimensions or in the manner of
bearing would alter this value, but the value was held constant in this study.
5.4

Model Variations

Twenty-three different model variations were considered in this study, each holding the model
geometry and loading constant but varying beam section properties and support conditions. These
variations are organized into three broad categories. In the tables below, “default conditions” refer
to the preliminary geometric, structural, and geotechnical properties discussed above.
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“A” Variations: Micropile Supports Only
These variations all assume that a group of three micropiles support the extreme end of each beam
and one micropile supports the beam/collar joint. Beam stiffness and pile stiffness were varied,
and the effect of additional micropiles in the beam spans was considered.
Table 7: Parametric model "A" variations
Variation

Description

Variant A1

Default conditions

Variant A2

2x beam stiffness

Variant A3

5x beam stiffness

Variant A4

2x pile stiffness

Variant A5

5x pile stiffness

Variant A6

Default conditions with one additional micropile at the beam midspans

Variant A7

Default conditions with two additional micropiles at the beam third points

Variant A8

Default conditions with three additional micropiles at the beam quarter points
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“B” Variations: Micropile Supports with Beam Soil Bearing and/or Tension Anchors
These variations all assume that the bearing of the beam on the soil is used to resist loads with or
without micropile supports and tension anchors under the beams. Micropiles arrangements were
the same as those in the “A” variations where used. Support conditions were varied along with
beam stiffness, pile stiffness, soil modulus, and tension anchor stiffness.
Table 8: Parametric model "B" variations
Variation

Description

Variant B1

Extreme-beam-end micropiles only and beam soil bearing on soil modulus

Variant B2

Extreme-beam-end micropiles only and beam soil bearing on rigid support

Variant B3

Extreme-beam-end micropiles only, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, and
tension anchors

Variant B4

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, and tension anchors

Variant B5

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, and 2x tension
anchors stiffness

Variant B6

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on 2x soil modulus, and tension
anchors

Variant B7

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, tension anchors,
and 2x beam stiffness

Variant B8

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, tension anchors,
and 5x beam stiffness

Variant B9

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, tension anchors,
and 2x pile stiffness

Variant B10

Micropiles on both ends, beam soil bearing on soil modulus, tension anchors,
and 5x pile stiffness
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“C” Variations: Extreme-Beam-End Micropiles with Central Roller Support
These variations are similar to the “A” variations but replace the micropiles under the beam collar
with an idealized roller support at the center of the collar, relying entirely on the extreme-beamend micropiles to resist load. Beam stiffness and pile stiffness were varied.
Table 9: Parametric model "C" variations
Variation

Description

Variant C1

Default conditions

Variant C2

2x beam stiffness

Variant C3

5x beam stiffness

Variant C4

2x pile stiffness

Variant C5

5x pile stiffness
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6.0

INVESTIGATION RESULTS AND DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Extraction and Calculation of Modeling Results

A separate SAP2000 3D structural model was created for each model variant, based on variantspecific modifications to a base model that represented the preliminary design concept. Values
critical to the parametric study were extracted from the SAP2000 models, in some cases requiring
further calculation. A complete tabulation of modeling results for each model variant can be found
in Appendix B.
The critical design values for the pre-stressed concrete beams (moment, shear, axial, and torsion)
are based on the load in the most highly loaded beam at its joint with the collar, based on extreme
unfactored loads. Moment, shear, and axial load were extracted directly from the structural model.
Torsion in the beam arises out of the fact that the beam is supported at the bottom of its cross
section at micropiles (which resist the foundation’s lateral load), while the beam is supported at
the centroid of its cross section at the collar joint. This causes torsion in the beam equal to the
product of the weak-axis shear force in the beam and the distance between the beam’s centroid
and the bottom of the beam (in this study, it was assumed that the beam was doubly-symmetrical
and that the centroid of the beam was located at half its depth). The SAP2000 model represented
the beams as 1D line elements with supports at the beam’s centroid on both ends, so torsion in the
beam was calculated manually.
The critical rotation of the collar under extreme and operational loads was determined by
calculating the arctangent of the ratio of the maximum vertical displacement of the collar and the
radius of the collar. To determine the rotational stiffness of the foundation structure, a separate
load case applied a bending moment load distribution to the collar equivalent to 1 GNm. Under
that load case, the inverse of the rotation in the collar in radians yields the rotational stiffness of
the foundation in GNm/rad, the unit most commonly used by wind turbine manufacturers in their
foundation loads documents.
The maximum compression, tension, and lateral loads transmitted to micropiles, tension anchors,
and to the soil via direct bearing are reported for both extreme and operational loads. Values are
not reported for components that are not capable of resisting a particular type of load (e.g., tension
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and lateral loads cannot be resisted by soil bearing, and compression cannot be resisted by tension
anchors). In cases where none of the micropiles go into tension under operational loads, the tension
load in the micropiles is indicated as “N/A”.
6.2

Summary of Modeling Results

In order to better understand the relationship between the two most critical factors to the hexapod
foundation design, foundation rotational stiffness and the design moment in the pre-stressed
beams, values of these two variables were plotted for each model variant. The plot brings to light
a number of interesting insights on the behavior of the hexapod foundation.
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Figure 19: Plot of pre-stressed beam design moment vs. foundation rotational stiffness for
each parametric model variant

Best performing model variants in terms of beam design moment and rotational stiffness:
Four model variants were considered to have the best performance in the parametric study. These
four model variants were divided into two distinct groups, one featuring very high beam stiffness,
and the other featuring very high pile stiffness.
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The two “high pile stiffness” model variants were A5 (featuring micropile supports at each extreme
beam end and each beam/collar joint with a pile stiffness five times greater than the default
conditions) and B10 (essentially identical to variant A5, but with the addition of compression and
tension support under the pre-stressed beams by way of direct soil bearing and tension anchors).
These variants featured the lowest beam design moment out of all model variants (approximately
5,200 kNm) and rotational stiffness that approached the requirement (35 to 42 GNm/rad). The
problem with these variants is that the loads in the micropiles under the collar were approximately
five times higher than the loads in the micropiles at the ends of the beam. This suggests that most
of the tower bending moment is being resolved directly under the collar. While this helps ensure
that the beam bending moment is low and that the foundation rotational stiffness remains
reasonably high, it indicates that the overall geometry of the system is not being utilized efficiently,
as only a fraction of the tower bending moment is being carried out through the pre-stressed beams.
The two “high beam stiffness” model variants were B8 (featuring micropile supports at each
extreme beam end and each beam/collar joint with direct soil bearing and tension anchors under
the pre-stressed beams, and beam bending stiffness five times greater than the default conditions)
and C3 (featuring an ideal roller support under the collar and micropiles at the extreme beam ends,
and a beam bending stiffness five times greater than the default conditions). Both of these
variations had rotational stiffness values that exceeded the minimum requirement (approximately
52 to 55 GNm/rad) and moderately high beam design moments (approximately 10,500 kNm). Due
mainly to being the only model variants that met the rotational stiffness requirements, these model
variants appear to be ideal candidates for further analysis. The primary challenge associated with
these model variants is that they rely on very high beam bending stiffness values, five times the
bending stiffness of the beam specified in the default conditions, which will most probably be
difficult to achieve.
Model variants with additional intermediate micropiles (“A” variants):
The effect of adding additional micropile supports under the beams (as modeled in variants A6,
A7, and A8) is very similar to the effect of increasing the stiffness of micropiles at the extreme
beam ends and beam/collar joints: the rotational stiffness of the foundation is increased, but at the
expense of concentrating greater reaction forces at micropiles located closer to the collar, reducing
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the advantage of the hexapod geometry. In addition, adding intermediate supports showed
diminishing returns beyond adding two supports at the beam’s third points.
Model variants with extreme-beam-end micropiles and direct soil bearing (“B” variants):
Initially, it was believed that the most economical method of supporting the hexapod foundation
would be to locate micropile groups only at the ends of the pre-stressed beams to handle the tower
bending moment (as well as lateral force and twisting moment), and relying on direct soil bearing
under the pre-stressed beams to handle the tower vertical load and provide additional support for
the tower bending moment. The study results for the two model variants supported in this way
showed a combination of very high beam design moments (approximately 13,500 kNm) along
with very low rotational stiffness (approximately 18 GNm/rad). Despite the construction simplicity
of this support scheme, its performance parameters were among the worst seen in the study.
Model variants using an ideal collar roller support (“C” variants):
The model variants that featured an ideal roller support under the collar included variations on
beam bending stiffness and micropile stiffness. Modeling results show that the beam design
moment is almost entirely insensitive to variations in either variable, remaining constant at
approximately 10,500 kNm for all five variants. This is consistent with expectations, as the central
roller support guarantees that the tower bending moment is resisted by the extreme-beam-end
micropiles, and the design moment in the beams is based on the resulting force couples at those
micropiles, which is based only on the geometry of the system. Rotational stiffness was found to
be very sensitive to beam bending stiffness, and almost entirely insensitive to micropile stiffness,
indicating that designs using this support scheme can have their rotational stiffness tailored to the
requirement simply by adjusting the bending stiffness of the beams.
Micropile no-tension condition under operational loads:
The following model variants showed micropiles under the beam/collar joints never going into
tension under operational loads: A2, A3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8. For the “A” variants, no-tension
behavior was associated with increased beam stiffness, leading to a closer approximation of rigid
body behavior in the beam/collar system. For the “B” variants, no-tension behavior was driven by
the use of tension anchors, which took up the tension instead of the micropiles. In all of the model
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variants indicated above, extreme-beam-end micropiles underwent tension under operational
loads.
The following model variants showed extreme-beam-end micropiles never going into tension
under operational loads: B3, B5. Model variant B3 had micropiles at the extreme beam ends only,
along with compression and tension support under the beams via direct soil bearing and tension
anchors. The addition of micropiles under the beam/collar joint in variant B4 drove the extremebeam-end micropiles into tension, but the factor of two increase in tension anchor stiffness in
variant B5 prevented those micropiles from experiencing tension.
6.3

Design Recommendations and Challenges

The parametric study results indicate that most variations of the hexapod foundation system will
fall short of the rotational stiffness value required to maintain the validity of the applied foundation
loads provided by the wind turbine manufacturer.
The most effective way to increase the rotational stiffness of the foundation system is to increase
the bending stiffness of the beams. However, the challenge is that increasing the bending stiffness
of the beams by a factor of five over the stiffness of the default beam used in this study may lead
to a beam design that is too costly and difficult to transport, eroding many of the benefits of the
hexapod design.
An alternative to increasing the beam stiffness is to use a combination of micropiles, tension
anchors, and direct soil bearing to support the hexapod beams, and ensure that the stiffness of these
foundation components is very high. This approach yields rotational stiffness values that approach
the manufacturer’s limit, and further refinement of the design may surpass the limit. In addition,
this approach minimizes the bending demand on the pre-stressed beams, suggesting that they could
be made relatively economically. The challenge of relying on the foundation elements to provide
rotational stiffness is that soil conditions will vary widely from location to location, and
extraordinarily stiff soil conditions or bedrock may be required to achieve the performance shown
in this study. Additionally, cyclic degradation of the soil is certain to occur over the thousands of
stress cycles the foundation elements will be subject to, and it is challenging to predict the degree
to which the supporting material’s stiffness will degrade. Finally, the use of very stiff foundation
elements with relatively flexible beams leads to the majority of the tower bending moment being
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resolved into foundation elements closer to the collar, which fails to take full advantage of the
geometry of the hexapod foundation system.
Good performance was shown by model variants utilizing an ideal roller support under the collar.
This support scheme ensured that the tower bending moment could not be resolved under the
collar, ensuring that the geometric advantages of the hexapod foundation system were taken
advantage of. Additionally, the model variant with an ideal roller support under the collar and very
large beam stiffness yielded a foundation system rotational stiffness value that exceeded the wind
turbine manufacturer’s minimum. While significantly increasing the bending stiffness of the
beams is a challenge (as described above), a new model variant not examined in this study that
used the ideal roller support along with direct soil bearing and tension anchors might succeed at
reducing the design moment in the pre-stressed beam while also further increasing the foundation
system’s rotational stiffness. The primary challenge of this approach is conceiving of and
implementing a support system under the collar that is capable of supporting the vertical load from
the tower while not restraining the collar from rotation.
6.4

Recommendations for Further Study

As discussed above, there is merit in extending the parametric study discussed here by taking
model variants that showed good performance and refining their design, or by examining
altogether different model variants that were not addressed in this study. Model variants that
exhibiting good performance could be examined in another parametric study that alters other
variables, including system geometry, in order to progressively optimize toward an ideal design.
Further parametric studies should examine the impact and sensitivity of factors not studied here,
including:


The effect of tapering the pre-stressed beam cross section across its length



The effect of the actual construction and stiffness of the collar



The effect of non-ideal/partial fixity at the beam/collar joint

Finally, given the inherent flexibility of the hexapod foundation system compared to conventional
wind turbine foundations, and the fact that most model variants studied here failed to meet the
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rotational stiffness requirements stipulated by the wind turbine manufacturer, there is value in
studying approaches to using more flexible foundations to support wind turbine towers. This may
require generating new foundation loads per IEC 61400-1 that assume the presence of a more
flexible system of springs at the base of the wind turbine tower. A more flexible wind turbine
structure may be subject to higher wind loads due to the increased effect of extreme gusts, but
ultimately it may be more economically viable to design a hexapod foundation system that is more
flexible despite higher design loads, rather than to try to create a hexapod foundation system that
competes in stiffness with conventional spread footings.
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7.0

CONCLUSIONS

The hexapod foundation system was investigated in order to understand its anticipated behavior
from a qualitative perspective, then a parametric structural study was conducted to examine what
aspects of the design have the greatest impact on the foundation’s performance, and to what extent
the foundation is sensitive to changes in aspects of its design. Key findings are summarized below:


Meeting foundation rotational stiffness requirements that were created with conventional
spread footings in mind will remain a challenge. While it appears theoretically possible to
create a version of the hexapod foundation system that can meet the rotational stiffness
requirement, it remains to be seen whether such a design would be constructible or
economical. Further attention should be given to the idea of generating new IEC foundation
loads with the assumption of a more flexible foundation.



The most effective way to increase the rotational stiffness of the foundation is to increase
the bending stiffness of the beams. Increasing the beam bending stiffness by a factor of
five over the default value studied here leads to a foundation rotational stiffness that
exceeds the minimum requirement. As described above, actually creating a beam with a
bending stiffness high enough to meet the rotational stiffness requirement may not be
realistic.



The most effective design that utilizes the default beam properties requires taking full
advantage of direct soil bearing under the beams along with tension anchors, and extremely
stiff micropiles, essentially bolting the hexapod to bedrock. This approach yields very
favorable beam design moments, suggesting economy, but falls just short of meeting the
foundation rotational stiffness requirements. If the foundation loads can be revised to
account for a moderately more flexible foundation than normally assumed, this approach
may be favorable, with the caveat that it may only work if the foundation can be located
directly on bedrock.



The configurations that best take advantage of the geometry of the hexapod are those that
feature an ideal roller support beneath the collar, which guarantees that the tower bending
moment is resolved at the extreme-beam-end micropiles, albeit at the expense of very high
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bending loads in the beams, which calls feasibility and economy into question (see above).
This study does not attempt to describe how such an ideal roller support could be built, but
it is a subject worthy of further investigation.


It is possible to meet the de facto requirement of no tension in micropiles under operational
loads. Although only a few model variants actually exhibited this behavior, it appears
possible to configure the foundation in this way, which would help open the door to
industry approval.

To conclude, this study may be considered as an initial investigation of the hexapod foundation
concept that can serve as a valuable first step to identifying high-level feasibility and providing
direction for future development of the concept. The hexapod foundation is certainly capable of
resisting extreme wind loads with only a fraction of the physical material and time of construction
of its conventional competitors, and in that sense shows great promise. But due to its inherent
flexibility, it may not be ideal as a drop-in replacement for conventional foundation systems, and
may benefit from custom tailored IEC load generation based on the assumption of a more flexible
foundation system.
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APPENDIX A: SAP2000 STRUCTURAL MODEL LOADS

Collar Diameter (m)
Load Application Height (m)

4.88
1.745

EXTREME LOADS
Point Foundation Loads
M
T
V
P

kNm
kip‐ft
kNm
kip‐ft
kN
kip
kN
kip

56142.5
41410.7
6473.0
4774.5
740.1
166.4
2739.3
615.8

Bending moment includes additional moment
from lateral force applied above centroid of
foundation structure.

Vertical, Lateral & Twisting Load Distribution to Collar
173.0
11.9
48.3
3.31
178.7
12.2

kN/m

ft

kip/ft
kN/m

fv

kip/ft
kN/m

fp

kip/ft

Uniform load applied along length axis of
discrete segment.
Uniform load applied to each discrete
segment in direction of X or Y global axis.
Uniform load applied to each discrete
segment in direction of Z global axis.

Bending Load Distribution to Collar
Uniform loads applied in direction of Z global
axis for each discrete segment in one quarter
of collar circle.

fm
Segment

kN/m

kip/ft

1

235.5
700.7
1148.7
1568.4
1949.4
2282.5
2559.3
2773.2
2918.7
2992.4

16.1
48.0
78.7
107.5
133.6
156.4
175.4
190.0
200.0
205.0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OPERATIONAL LOADS
Point Foundation Loads
M
T
V
P

kNm
kip‐ft
kNm
kip‐ft
kN
kip
kN
kip

26364.1
19446.2
724.5
534.4
348.2
78.3
2576.0
579.1

Bending moment includes additional moment
from lateral force applied above centroid of
foundation structure.

Vertical, Lateral & Twisting Load Distribution to Collar
19.4
1.33
22.7
1.56
168.0
11.5

kN/m

ft

kip/ft
kN/m

fv

kip/ft
kN/m

fp

kip/ft

Bending Load Distribution to Collar
Uniform loads applied in direction of Z global
axis for each discrete segment in one quarter
of collar circle.

fm
Segment

kN/m

kip/ft

1

110.6
329.1
539.4
736.5
915.4
1071.8
1201.8
1302.3
1370.6
1405.2

7.6
22.5
37.0
50.5
62.7
73.4
82.4
89.2
93.9
96.3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Uniform load applied along length axis of
discrete segment.
Uniform load applied to each discrete
segment in direction of X or Y global axis.
Uniform load applied to each discrete
segment in direction of Z global axis.

APPENDIX B: COMPLETE PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION RESULTS
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Variant A6: Micropiles at Beam Ends, 1 Pile in Beam Span
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐Span Piles

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.33
0.147
0.20
0.069
23.70

kips
kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
226.8
192.3
60.7
359.0
166.1
‐
310.0
197.9
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

8598.3
503.2
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
115.5
81.4
26.1
216.0
30.8
‐
173.3
65.4
‐

Variant A7: Micropiles at Beam Ends, 2 Piles in Beam Span
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐Span Piles

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.29
0.130
0.17
0.061
26.77

kips
kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
140.9
128.9
60.7
312.3
154.3
‐
299.2
187.5
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

8212.8
593.7
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
69.5
57.3
26.1
185.5
33.8
‐
168.1
60.7
‐

Variant A8: Micropiles at Beam Ends, 3 Piles in Beam Span
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐Span Piles

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.26
0.120
0.15
0.056
29.41

kips
kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
87.5
87.3
60.7
280.4
145.4
‐
274.7
171.4
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

7903.6
659.9
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
41.5
40.6
26.1
164.9
35.3
‐
154.4
55.2
‐

Variant B1: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Exterior Piles Only, Bearing Only with Soil Modulus
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.78
0.094
0.59
0.098
16.27

kips
ksf

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
538.3
308.2
60.7
1.66
‐
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

13040.7
580.3
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
318.0
79.8
26.1
1.23
‐
‐

Variant B2: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Exterior Piles Only, Bearing Only with Rigid Support
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.00
0.178
0.00
0.083
19.79

kips
ksf

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
104.3
460.7
60.7
39.79
‐
‐
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Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

8487.0
790.4
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
49.8
215.8
26.1
20.42
‐
‐

Variant B3: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Exterior Piles Only, Bearing with Soil Modulus and Tension Anchors
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.96
0.186
0.68
0.087
18.43

kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
552.7
60.2
60.7
2.00
‐
‐
‐
85.1
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

13487.9
606.7
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
324.8
N/A
26.1
1.39
‐
‐
‐
35.9
‐

Variant B4: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.42
0.149
0.25
0.070
23.13

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
356.0
108.4
60.7
463.6
101.6
‐
0.95
‐
‐
‐
101.3
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

8444.5
565.7
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
187.8
30.5
26.1
277.0
N/A
‐
0.55
‐
‐
‐
46.5
‐

Variant B5: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors, 2x Anchor Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.43
0.139
0.26
0.066
24.68

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
347.3
32.8
60.7
476.0
70.1
‐
0.96
‐
‐
‐
154.7
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

8238.9
674.5
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
183.7
N/A
26.1
282.8
N/A
‐
0.55
‐
‐
‐
71.6
‐

Variant B6: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors, 2x Soil Modulus
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.41
0.147
0.24
0.069
23.49

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
335.9
109.8
60.7
451.4
108.5
‐
1.83
‐
‐
‐
99.7
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

8387.6
559.6
55.2
69.6

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
176.6
32.9
26.1
269.2
N/A
‐
1.05
‐
‐
‐
44.7
‐

Variant B7: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors, 2x Beam Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.30
0.096
0.19
0.046
36.24

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
414.0
161.3
60.7
325.1
35.4
‐
0.66
‐
‐
‐
68.9
‐
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Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

9706.2
510.8
55.1
70.1

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
222.5
47.9
26.1
204.9
N/A
‐
0.40
‐
‐
‐
31.5
‐

Variant B8: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors, 5x Beam Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.23
0.076
0.15
0.032
52.93

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
450.6
193.5
60.7
246.9
6.6
‐
0.48
‐
‐
‐
47.9
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

10499.4
467.8
54.8
70.8

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
245.7
57.0
26.1
162.5
N/A
‐
0.31
‐
‐
‐
21.8
‐

Variant B9: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors, 2x Pile Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.28
0.114
0.16
0.043
29.69

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
314.1
121.5
60.7
‐
619.5
227.8
0.66
‐
‐
‐
89.3
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

7313.7
518.1
55.2
69.9

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
163.8
41.0
26.1
356.5
41.7
‐
0.37
‐
‐
‐
41.3
‐

Variant B10: Micropiles & Beam Bearing/Anchors, Ext. & Int. Piles/Soil Modulus/Tension Anchors, 5x Pile Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Collar Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam Bearing
Max. Vertical Reaction at Tension Anchor

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.18
0.083
0.10
0.040
41.09

kips
kips
ksf
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
229.0
97.8
60.7
956.7
551.1
‐
0.42
‐
‐
‐
69.6
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

5186.1
403.5
55.2
69.9

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
118.8
34.8
26.1
521.3
187.4
‐
0.22
‐
‐
‐
32.4
‐

Variant C1: Ext. Piles & Central Roller Support
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Roller Support

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.37
0.214
0.18
0.101
16.05

kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
459.6
410.9
60.7
874.5
‐
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

10431.8
459.6
55.2
69.9

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
228.5
180.7
26.1
840.0
‐
‐

Variant C2: Ext. Piles & Central Roller Support, 2x Beam Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Roller Support

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.21
0.122
0.10
0.058
28.29

kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
459.1
411.4
60.7
877.4
‐
‐
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Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

10419.6
459.1
55.1
70.1

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
228.0
181.2
26.1
842.9
‐
‐

Variant C3: Ext. Piles & Central Roller Support, 5x Beam Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Roller Support

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.11
0.063
0.06
0.031
54.96

kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
456.4
414.3
60.7
894.5
‐
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

10354.3
456.3
54.6
71.5

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
225.2
184.0
26.1
859.8
‐
‐

Variant C4: Ext. Piles & Central Roller Support, 2x Pile Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Roller Support

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.35
0.204
0.17
0.096
16.89

kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
460.6
410.0
60.7
868.8
‐
‐

Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

10454.0
460.5
55.2
69.9

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
229.4
179.8
26.1
834.4
‐
‐

Variant C5: Ext. Piles & Central Roller Support, 5x Pile Stiffness
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Extreme Unfactored Loads
Max. Deflection Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotation Under Collar Under Operational Unfactored Loads
Rotational Stiffness

Max. Vertical Reaction at Beam‐End Piles
Max. Vertical Reaction at Roller Support

in
deg
in
deg
GNm/rad

0.34
0.197
0.17
0.094
17.45

kips
kips

Extreme Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
461.2
409.4
60.7
865.2
‐
‐
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Beam Design Moment
Beam Design Shear
Beam Design Axial
Beam Design Torsion

kip‐ft
kip
kip
kip‐ft

10468.2
461.1
55.2
69.9

Operational Unfactorered Loads
Comp.
Tens.
Lat.
230.0
179.2
26.1
830.9
‐
‐

